Secure

ZZZip
with BedBug
Banisher®
Technology

SlumberShield™
Mattress Encasement
Benefits

Our Mission

• Laboratory Tested for Bed‐Bug Protection
• Secure ZZZip design ensures continued
protection every night
• Removable Top
• Easy laundering and installation
• Protection against spills, dampness,
dust and allergens
• Machine Washable
• Available in multiple fabric options
• Available in all standard sized,
custom sizes upon request
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We are committed to delivering complete
mattress protection from bed bugs, dust
mites, liquid spills, mold, allergens, and
bacteria while maintaining the highest
standards of comfort. All of the
SlumberShield™ Mattress Encasements
feature Breathe‐a‐Barrier™, a proprietary
laminatng technology formulated to
facilitate the flow of air without absorbing
liquids. Our goal is to see your mattress and
box spring safeguarded against the
endemic of bed bugs in the U.S. by
providing a wide array of sizes and
encasement product options to choose
from.

SIDED

Mattress Encasements
Mattress Protectors
Crib Encasements
Box Spring Encasements

973.890.3873

973.890.1336

11 West End Road • Totowa, NJ 07512
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YEAR
WARRANTY

A Division of
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Featuring Breathe-a-Barrier®
Fluid-Proof Technology

About Bed Bugs
Bed bugs love hiding in the seams of your
mattress. They feed off your blood yet
are able to live up to one year without
drinking a single drop. The best way to
protect yourself and your loved ones
from these unpleasant invaders is to
protect your mattress and box spring with
the right encasement. Over the past few
years there has been a huge increase in
bed bug infestation, therefore, several
companies have promised that their
product offers the most protection, and
the best value. SlumberShield™ has the
first and only removable top containing
our custom designed BedBugBannisher®
and 360° SecureZZZip®, both of which
were certified by the Entomology
Department at Rutgers University.

Keep unwanted visitors
out of your bed
You and your family can sleep soundly
each night knowing that, even if your old
mattress is harboring these unwelcomed
guests, it is impossible for them to escape
and bite through the encasement when
your mattress and box spring are
protected by SlumberShield™. The
SlumberShield™ Mattress Encasement is a
critical tool in managing infestation which
is burdened with costly chemical
elimination of the insects since they
multiply quickly and burrow deep within
mattresses
and
box
springs.
An
impenetrable encasement product is vital
to insuring the ultimate protection against
bed bugs, as well as dust mites, allergens,
mold and moisture for mattresses and box
springs of all sizes.
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SlumberShield™ Mattress Encasements are
finished
with
Precision
Textiles
state‐of‐the‐art Breathe‐a‐Barrier™, the
Company’s
proprietary
breathable
waterproof laminate providing unparalleled
comfort, stretch and protection. The
SlumberShield™ Mattress Encasement line
features a four‐sided zipper encasement
known as SecureZZZip®, the industry’s first
and only encasement providing 360° zipper
access around the entire perimeter of the
mattress and box spring, enabling users to
simply unzip the product while leaving the
bottom surface in place. SecureZZZip® also
features
SlumberShield’s
proprietary
BedBugBanisher® Zipper Lock.
Our independently tested and certified
mattress encasements provide complete
impermeability from bed bugs thanks to our
BedBugBanisher® Zipper Lock and may be
purchased in custom sizes. This gives our
customers a peace of mind that each
mattresses and box spring in their home is
protected even if bed bugs do make their
way into the home. SlumberShield™
encasements ensure that bed bugs will be
properly
contained
within.
The
impenetrable encasement ensures that
bed bugs can not escape or bite through,
providing a safe, clean sleep environment
for our customers.

